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	At Last--A Time-Saver Standard for Interior Design. Free up time for creativity with this all-in-one guide to hour- and money-saving interior design shortcuts, plus thousands of pieces of well-organized information to make your job easier. Time-Saver Standards for Interior Design and Space Planning makes decision-making simple--and implementation even easier. In this book's jam-packed 1000 pages, you'll get: guides to choosing colors, furnitures, and lighting; top-scale drawings from top designers; dozens of usable details; list of HVAC, plumbing, and electrical options; plantscaping and signage choices; data for both residential and commercial structures; layouts and clearance 1200 illustration; and much, much more.
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Microsoft Windows 7 Administration Instant ReferenceSybex, 2010

	An on-the-spot reference for Windows 7 administrators


	Hundreds of thousands of IT administrators, network administrators, and IT support technicians work daily with Windows 7. This well-organized, portable reference covers every facet of Windows 7, providing no-nonsense instruction that is readily accessible when you need...
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Core Security Patterns: Best Practices and Strategies for J2EE(TM), Web Services, and Identity ManagementPrentice Hall, 2005
Core Security Patterns is the hands-on practitioner™s guide to building robust end-to-end security into J2EE™ enterprise applications, Web services, identity management, service provisioning, and personal identification solutions. Written by three leading Java security architects, the patterns-driven approach...
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Creating Photomontages with Photoshop: A Designer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
The book takes nine projects from ordinary pictures to artistic presentations.  Each project follows a different artist's design and thought processes, which is really pretty cool - it is effectively nine different authors rolled into one book.   
 
This is not so much a tutorial as it is an artistic guide.  Unlike the traditional...
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Handbook of Software EngineeringSpringer, 2019

	
		This handbook provides a unique and in-depth survey of the current state-of-the-art in software engineering, covering its major topics, the conceptual genealogy of each subfield, and discussing future research directions. Subjects include foundational areas of software engineering (e.g. software processes, requirements engineering,...
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Micro-Segmented Flow: Applications in Chemistry and BiologySpringer, 2013

	The book is dedicated to the method and application potential of micro segmented flow. The recent state of development of this powerful technique is presented in 12 chapters by leading researchers from different countries. In the first section, the principles of generation and manipulation of micro-fluidic segments are explained. In the...
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Environmental Fluid MechanicsCRC Press, 2001
Environmental Fluid Mechanics provides comprehensive coverage of a combination of basic fluid principles and their application in a number of different situations-exploring fluid motions on the earth's surface, underground, and in oceans-detailing the use of physical and numerical models and modern computational approaches for the analysis of...
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